
The Chronology and Context ofPictish
Relief Sculpture

By LLOYD LAING

SEVERAL altr:mative schemesfor the dating 4 Pictish relufsculpture have bern advanced during
the Last century. Representations qf artifads which can be dated archaeologiJ;alry, decorative
devices associated with the Viking Period and details qfanimal ornament are used to provide new
date-rangesfor some stones usually dated earlier. The earl>' dating often advancedfor some (ow
reliefsculptures is accordingly questioned. and a tentative schemefor the dating ofPictish relief
sculpture proposed.

VIEWS OF THE DATING OF PICTISH SCULPTURE

There has long been a general acceptance that the three classes of Pictish
sculptures defined by Romilly Allen andJoseph Anderson in '9°3 are sequential,
even if some overlap between them is allowed. I Fundamental to this scheme is an
evolutionary as'>umption that Pictish sculpture followed a progression: incised
work - incised work coupled with shallow relief - shallow relief without incised
work - high.reliefmodelling. This was the view followed by R. B. K. Stevenson:
The typological position of high relief sculpture in the succession of Pictish monuments is that
it comes as a climax. It follows lower, generally quite fiat, relief whose earliest stage includes
stones on which the old incised technique continues to be used for their symbols, such as the
Birsay stone from Orkney ... and the principal one at Glamis not far from Dundee.'

A second assumption often made is that the use ofsymbols died out following
the take·over ofPictland by Kenneth Mac Alpin in the 840S, and that subsequently
very little art of any kind was created in what was formerly Pictland. Mrs Cecil
Curle summarized it thus:
alllhat was characteristic rof the J)ictsJ gradually disappeared ... owing to the Viking raids the
new Kingdom of SCOlland was cut off from the centres of culture of the Scots - lona and
Ireland - and consequently the quality of its art was very POOLs

IJ. R. AIltn andJ. i\n<krson, £Il'!1 ClrtiJtiatl MOlfIllllDlts ~ScHUmi(Edinburgh, 19o~, repro Bal~\<ies, 1993).
1R. B. K. S,,~\"emon, 'Sc:ulpture in Scol.1and in the 6th---9th centurit:t:AD', 65-74 m W. Schrickd, V. H. Elbcm

and V. Milojtit (eds.), 1iMltHptu- .btr sJMilmttiU IINJ.ftt;Jtmit1nahnUdw Sht/pbu, Hritklbtrz, '970 (Mainz, 1971), at

p·r·c. L Curle, '1hc Chronology or the Early Christian Monuments of ScOl:land', !'TrK. S«. ,wit. SuI., 74
(1939-40),60-116,at 105.
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This vIew was vigorously disputed by Ralegh Radford,4 but has been fairly
persistent.

An overall chronology for Pictish sculptures has been attempted on several
occasions,s though most studies tend to avoid making categorical pronouncements
about date, except in relation to individual monuments.6

The position currently held by most scholars is that stated by Isabel
Henderson, namely that relief sculpture made its appearance in Pictland in the
early 8th century as a result of influence from Northumbria. 7 This dating has been
recently elaborated upon in Douglas MacLean's consideration of the low-relief
cross-slabs of southern Pictland, in which he has catalogued features which he has
seen as pointing to a Northumbrian inspiration for Pictish relief work in the earlier
8th century.s

There are few fixed points which can be used to build up a meaningful
chronology oflhe Pictish monumenlS. The 'Droslen' slone (Sl Vigeans I), daled to
839-42,9 and recently the Dupplin Cross supposedly of c. 820+,10 have been
dated through the identification of the people apparently named on them, though
there are problems with this procedure since the monuments were not necessarily
erected in the time of the named individuals, 11 and in any case the identification of
the individuals named on the 'Drosten' stone is open to debate. Both cases,
however, if valid, provide dates for these two monuments in the first halfofthe 9th
century.

Epigraphic evidence suggests that relief sculpture may have been produced in
Pictland in the 8th century.12 Since they are without symbols, neither of the two
inscriptions so far dated can be used to argue for an 8th-century date for relief

• C. A. R. Radford, 'The early Christian Monuments ofScotland', Anliquity, 16 (194~), I-IB, at 2-3.
) Curle, op. eit, in nOte 3; Radford, op. eit. in note 4; R. B. K. Stevenson, 'Pictish Art', 97-128 in F. T.

Wainwright (cd.), The Probkm o/the PiLI.f (London, 1955); id., 'The Inchyra stone and some other unpublished Early
Christian monuments', Prot. 50.:. Anliq. Seol., 92 (1959), 33-55, esp. Appendix; id., op. cit. in note~.

~ Allen and Anderson, op. cit. in note I, cxiii, dated all the Class II stones to the 9th-loth centuries. Radford, op.
cit. in note 4, 16, saw relief work commencing after 750, while Stevenson, op. cit. in note 2, 72, opted for rdiefin
the second halfof the 8th century. Mrs Curle, op. cit. in note 3, 78-Bo, believed reliefwork commenced in the late
7th/early 8lh century.

71. Henderson, 'Pictish Art and the Book of Kells', 79-105 in D. Whitdock, D, R. McKil1erick and D. N.
DumviUe (cds.), Ir!land in EarIJ MtdifiJol Europe (Cambridge, (982), at 83-4; id., lWIemarkU'I PiLluh MOllwmml.f
(Rosemarkie, 1990), no pagination but 13. .

a D. MacLean, 'The Northumbrian Perspective', 179-201 in S. Foster (ed.), TIu 51 AndrtwI SarcopMgus (Dublin,
t9~B), at 345.

1'. O. Clancy, 'The Drosten Stone; a new reading', Pro&. 50.:. Ani. Seol., 123 (1993), 345-53.
10 K. Forsyth, 'The Inscriptions on the Dupplin Cross', 237-49 in C. Bourke (cd,), From the Isles tf the North

(Belfast, 1995). Se<: also L. Alcock and E. A. Alcock, 'The context of the Dupplin Cross: a reconsideration', Proc.
50.:. Anliq. Seol., 126 (1996), 455-8.

It Forsyth,op. cit. in note 10.
\2 This is made dear from the dating of the inscribed stone from Tarbat, Highland, which has a type of display

letterin$ that Higgitt has argu~d belongs to the Bth century, probably lhe latter half (I' HiWIt, 'The Pictish
inscription al Tarbat in Ross-Shire', Pro&. &01. Anliq. &01., I 12 (1982),300-21), a date brae et whIch he also sees as
reasonable for the Lcthnotl, Angus inscription (op. eit., 315). Behind both inscriptions he has seen the influence of
Northumbria. The decoration on the Tarbat stone has no features that are distinctively Pictish - both the patterns
lhat AUen idenlified ar~ found nowhere else in Pictland, although the interlace can be found in the Book of Kells
and on some Irish crosses. A recently discovered fragment from Tarbat, however, appears to be from the same
monument, and has a leonine beast devouring monsters and thc remains of four figures. This mighl seem to
confirm the Pictish character of the stone, but could also SUsgeSI a laler date for the inscription, perhaps in the 9th
century (I am indebted to Dr Ross Trench:Jellicoe for drawmg my auention to this).
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cross-slabs with Pictish symbols, though of course that does not preclude their
existence.

There are few sculptural remains in northern Scotland that can be categori
cally described as related to 8th-century Northumbrian sculpture rather than to be
fragments of more distinctively 'Pictish' cross-slabs. Those that might have
qualified thus are very fragmentary, and might be seen to have been parts of cross
slabs had larger portions of them sUl\1ived. 13

The only method that can be employed in dating Pictish relief sculpture is the
traditional art-historical one - a comparative study has lO be made of the
iconography and ornament which matches elements in more closely datable
Insular art elsewhere.

The problems of studying Celtic sculpture have recently been discussed by
Stailey, who has drawn attention lO the unreliability of the concept of typological
progression as a means of establishing a sequence. 14 His concern was with the
dating oflrish crosses, but, given the links generally seen between the Irish crosses,
those of lona and the Pictish cross-slabs, his caveats seem equally applicable here.

DATING EVIDENCE USED IN THIS STUDY

The following slUdy considers a number of details on Pictish relief sculptures
which it is argued provide dating evidence for the stones displaying them. This
evidence takes four forms: (a) depictions of artefacts which on analogy with
surviving artefacts elsewhere can be attributed to particular chronological horizons;
(b) decorative devices which have a currency in a particular period outside Pictland
and which can be assumed to have been current in a similar period in Pictland as
well; (c) types offigural work; and (d) types of animal motif. Throughout the study
the stones are given the numbering assigned to them by Allen and Anderson in
Earry Christian Monuments ofScotland ( Ig03) - monuments discovered after this book
was published are given the numbers assigned lO them on their discovery.
References to Allen's motif numbers derive from his scheme in this work.

There are inevitably problems in evaluating the material. As many of the
sculptures arc considerably weathered, detail has been lost. In the case of crucial
details, an attempt has been made lO examine them from different angles and in
different lights, and lO study a range of photographs and engravings taken at
various times from the 19th century onwards. There are still ambiguities in a
number of instances, however, and these will be pointed ou[ in the discussion that
follows. Secondly, there is a problem with 'sculptor'S licence' - forms could be
modified lO fit available spaces (the sword pommel on Fowlis Wester 2, for example,
appears more smoothly profiled than its prOlOtype due lo the need to fit it into the

" Some of the monuments from Tarbat and Drainie might appear to belong to a separate tradilion from that of
the main cross-slab series, for example Drainie 6 and Tarbat 7 and 9 (for Tarhat's sculptures generally,J. Harden,
'A potential archaeological context for the early Christian sculptured stones from Tarbat, Easter Ross', in Bourke
(cd.), op. cit. in note [0, 22 !-7), as they employ spiral and confronted trumpet patterns which invite comparison
with both Insular manuscript and metalwork exemplars of the 8th eentury, bUlthe question remains open.

!< R. Sialley, 'The tower cross at KeUs', 1[5-41 in C. E. Karkov, M. Ryan and R. T. Farrell (eds.), TM Insuwr
Tradilion{New York, (997), at 118-19.
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FIG. 1

Fowlis Wester 2, detail of top of slab showing sword and shield. Photo: courtesy of Tom Gray.

space next to an animal), or indeed may have been more or less stylized for artistic
purposes. As Henderson has noted: ' ... allowance has to be made for artistic
convention and artistic expediency, both of which can effect, for example, matters
of relative scale. Artistic licence and incompetence have also to be allowed for'.15

There is also a problem over the general dearth of comparative artefacts from
Pictland in the period under review, and it may be pointed out that many of the
comparanda come from outside of Scotland. It is, however, difficult to argue that
artefact-types which have a specific chronology outside Scotland, in England or
Scandinavia, should have been current at a different date in Pictland - there is
nothing to suggest that the Picts had a material-cultural inventory that was totally
at variance from that of their neighbours, and the presence in Pictland, of, for
example, swords of the type represented in sculptures, albeit few in number, would
support this view.

15 I. Henderson, 'Primus inter pares: the St Andrews sarcophagus and Pietish sculpture', 97-167 in Foster (ed.),
op. cit. in note 8, at 157.
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The same obsctvation may be made about omamcmal details - ifdecorative
devices that are peculiar to sculpture of the Viking Period elsewhere in the British
Isles appear on Pictish stones, why should it be assumed that they belong to an
earlier chronological horizon in Pictland, ifthere is no firm evidence to substantiate
that?

DEPICTED ARTEFACTS AND CHRONOLOGY

In an earlier study, partly by the present author, building upon comments by
Joseph Anderson, attention was drawn to the depictions ofobjects on Pictish stones
that are likely to represent items current in Pictland at the time the stones were
carved. 16 This view has been endorsed by later writers. 17 Since that paper was
published, it has been seen that some revision of the conclusions set out there is
necessary.

The most readily datable artefacts shown on Pictish sculptures are items of
weaponry.

Of these, swords are the most informative chronological indicators. Leaving
aside the aberrant weapon held by David on the St Andrews sarcophagus, which
appears to be a Germanic, probably Anglo-Saxon, seax and which is difficult to
date precisely (though the decorated leather sheath is similar to loth-century and
later examples from Aachen, York and elsewhere), 18 three main types ofsword are
represented, with a fourth shown on one other stone.

The earliest type depicted is that shown at the top, left, on Fowlis Wester 2,
Perth and Kinross, alongside a small round shield (Figs. I and 2h). The sword has
straight guards and a domed pommel. This may well be a representation of the
type of pommel represented in the St Ninian's Isle Treasure, Shetland l9 - the
deposition of the hoard is conventionally dated to around A.D. 800, although the
pommel may be somewhat earlier (Fig. 3).20 It would seem to be a Pictish version
of the type of more dearly lobed pommel found in Anglo·Saxon England at this
date, for example on the Fetter Lane, London find. 21 The Fowlis Wester pommel
seems to have developed further from the English lobed pommels of the 8th
century than the St Ninian's Isle example, having a smoother profile, and a date
around A.D. 800 is not impossible for it.

The second type ofsword has a downturned guard at the top of the blade, and
an upturned guard on the lOp of the hilt, on which the pommel is set. This type is
thal which is depicted both as an incised outline and less clearly is carried by one
of the warriors on the Aberlemno Churchyard Stone, Angus (Aberlemno 2) (Figs.

16.1. Andcnon, ScQIUmJ in &nil ClUUIu.1l TunLI, ~ ser. (Edinburgh, 1880), I~~; l.. Laing and J. Laing,
'ArChaeological nOles on somc Scottish Early Chrislian sculplurcs', Proc. 5«. AlIliq. ScH., I 14 (1914), 277-87.

17 E.g. Hcndcnon, op. cil. in nOle 15, 156.
II Hendcnon, op. cil. in nOle 15, 161-5; E. Okasha, 'Anglo--Saxon inscribed shealhs from Aachen, Dublin and

T rondhcim' , MtJinJaJ AtUuu:sL. 36 (1992), 59-66, for Ihis Iypc ofsword sheath, wilh a calal~ oflwenty examples.
She sees them 115 probably ofAnglo-Saxon ....orkmanship, of the 10Ih or lllh cenluria. Tlus, howe--er, mighl xcm
10 be tOO Ioue for that dcpiclcd O<l lhc 5t Andrews Sarcoph.agus.

" D. M. \Vdson, 'The Tn:ll5urc:', 45-80 in A. Small, C. Thomas and D. M. \Vtlson, St"'l.ia'J IJk tuUI Us TtHUrt

(Aberdeen, 1973),;mIl pl. XXVla.
1'1 J. 8ackhousc.;mIl L Webner, 17wM..a.., ,,"E.ortIaJ{London, (991)' no. 177, where il is suggested !hal il may

be laic Sth-CCnlury and possibly ofEngiish manufac1urc:, Ihough Ihis docs not sccm likc:ly.
tI Wcb$l:er;mll Backhouse. op. cil. in not.e ~o, no. 173.
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FIG. 3
Silver sword pommel, St Ninian's Isle Treasure,
Shetland. Scale I: I. Photo: courtesy ofthe Trustees ofthe National
Museums ofScotland.

4 and n-b), and apparently by the striding figure on the reverse of the Nigg stone,
Highland, who is carrying additionally a spear and small, roughly square shield
(Figs. 5 and 2C). On this sculpture the detail of the sword is badly damaged, partly
due to an old repair, but a drawing made in the 19th century by Petley, reproduced
by Allen and Anderson and shown to be correct in all details that survive, depicts it
quite clearly (Fig. 6).22 Enough survives on the stone to show the downturned
guards and the upturned grip - a suggestion of a pommel (absent from the
published drawing) is also perhaps visible. 23

The development of the curved guard has been discussed by a number of
writers. In Scandinavia, Petersen's morphology of Viking-period swords focused
on the significance of the form of the lower guard - his form G has a straight
lower guard but an upturned upper guard with emphasized terminals (Fig. 2n),24
while his form L has curved upper and lower guards (e.g. Fig. 2k, 1).25 Petersen was
of the view that his type L appeared in the later 9th century and that type G
originated outside Scandinavia, believing that type L originated in Anglo-Saxon
England and spread to Scandinavia and Scotland, a view endorsed by Evison. 26

Wilson has argued that the curved guard was an essentially Anglo-Saxon
development of the 9th century, which lasted in some areas until the late 11th or
early 12th century,27 He saw the type as originating 'at the time the Trewhiddle
Style was at its peak', a style which elsewhere he has suggested was a phenomenon
of the first half of the 9th century.28 In a wider discussion of sword hilts, Davidson
argued for the development of the curved guard in the second half of the century.29
Other commentators, while agreeing with the 9th-century date, have not been as
categorical about whether the development came early or later in the century.30
Bone has followed the view that the curved guards were a distinctively English
development, which was taken up in Scandinavia.3!

22 Allen and Anderson, op. cit. in note I, fig. 1 8.
23 The Nigg sword is problematic, since the position high up on the body would make it difficult to draw, and it

appears to be very long and thin. The possibility remains that it is not in fact a sword but some kind of sceptre.
24 J. Petersen, De Norske Vikingesvecd (Oslo, 1919), fig. 7 I.

25 Ibid., fig. 95.
26 V. 1. Evison, :A sword from the Thames at Wallingford Bridge', Archaeol.}., 124 (1967), 160-89.
27 D. Yr. Wilson, 'Some neglected Late Anglo-Saxon swords', MedievalArchaeol., 9 (1965),32-54.
28 D. Yr. Wilson and C. E. Blunt, 'The Trewhiddle hoard', Archaeologia, 98 (1961), 75-122, at ro8.
29 H. E. Davidson, The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1962, rep. 1994),63--4.
30 E.g. P. Bone, 'The development of Anglo-Saxon swords from the fifth to the eleventh century', 63 70 in S. C.

Hawkes (ed.), Weapons and Waifare in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1989); R. Pollington, The English WarriorJrom the
Earliest Times to J 066 (Hockwold, 1996), 106 - 7.

31 Op. cit. in note 30, 66.
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FlO ....

Abcrlemno 2, Angus. Back orslab showing im;Ucd sword (above rider, top right) and
s....ord-earrying warrior (centre). PfuHA" ,00000000ofT(JM Gra).
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Two finds provide supporting evidence that type-L swords were reaching

Pictland in the Viking Period. The first is a sword from Harvieston, Clackmannan,
found in 1802 and now on loan in the Royal Museum of Scotland (Mus. reg.
QL.'972.1; Fig. 7), and the second is from Gonon, Moray, in the same colleuion
(Mus. reg. LA I; Fig. 8).32 Elsewhere in Scotland a similar sword is represented
from Torbeckhill, Dumfries and Galloway (Mus.reg. X.IL340; Fig. 9).33 These two
latter finds have been recently considered alongside the depiction of a sword on
[,4v in the Book qfDeer, which has been seen as a cross between Petersen's types G
and L,H as it has the spiral terminals of type G, with a down-curved lower guard
(Fig. '2d). The Book qf Deer is generally regarded as a loth-celllury manuscript,
probably ofPictish origin.3$

Of the swords depicted on Aberlemno '2, the sword carried by the warrior in
the central register is very close in style to that from Gorton - the Gorton lower
guard is only very slightly down-curved, and could be the type intended to be
depicted, given artistic licence.

I have discussed the surviving Anglo-Saxon swords, and depictions of curve
guarded swords in art, in a forthcoming study of the date ofAberlemno '2,36 where
it is suggested a date around the middle of the 9th century was probable for this
monument on cumulative evidence.

Once introduced, curve-guard swords remained in use into the I Ith century.
They figure in manuscripts37 and in Anglo-Scandinavian sculpture, for example at
Sockburn, N. Yorks. 38

The swords held by the warriors on the base of the reverse of the Shandwick,
Highland, slab may have curved guards - certainly the figure on the left may have
one, though the right-hand figure's sword is too weathered to be certain, but
appears more like the type of sword with domed pommel discussed below
(Fig. 10).39

The latest type of sword depicted has, like the earlier sword from Fowlis
Wester, straight guards and domed pommel."o This is the type represented on
Kirriemuir 2, Angus (held by the mounted figure at the top on the reverse), where
the form of the hilt is very clear (Figs. I I and '2i), and less certainly on 5t Andrews
24, Fife (Fig. '2j). This type has also been seen as dating from the Viking Period,
from the late 9th century onwards, and matches the depiction of one on the roth
century cross at Middleton '2A, N. Yorks., dated to the loth century, or the similar

32 Gonon: S. Gricg, Viking Antiquilw in $6atwnd, in H. Shetelig (cd.), Vikillg Anllquitiu in Grta! Britain and Irdilnd,
Pan ", (Oslo, 1940), 159 and fi~. 74. The HaIVieslon sword is unpublished.

" Ibid., 13, and fig. 2, where 1t was assumed to be a Viking sword.
50 J. Geddes, 'The Art of the Book of Deer', 1+«. So.:. Antiq. Scot., 128 (1998), 537-49.
" Ibid.
S6 Notably the Gilling Beck example: J. R. Watkin, 'A late Anglo-Saxon sword frQm Gilling Beck, North

Yorkshire', Mtdin'lliAreJuual., 30 (1986),90-3; L. Laing, 'The Date and Significance of the Aberkmno 2 churchyard
stOne, Angus', forlhcoming in M. Redknap (ed.), Tr-an.f(JI;/ums rif the Faur/h Inltmatianal Calljtrtnu an Insulnr AT/
(Cardiff).

" Geddes, op. cit. in nOle 34, 546, provides a lisl ofexamples.
:IS J. Lang, Anglo-Saran Sculpturt (Aylesbury, '988), fig. 9.
S9 For a convenient photogt"aph, see E. SUlheriand, In Starch aflJu PUts (London, 1994), 184.
iO Davidson, op. cit. in note 29, 57 and pIs. XI-XJJl.
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FIG·5
~igg, sword carried by warrior (top left). Photo: courtesy oJTom Gray.

representation on the Nunburnholme Cross, Yorks., dated to the late 9th or early
roth century.41

A sword depicted on the stone at Inchbrayock, Angus, was previously seen by
the writer as being an early type, with a pommel skewered on to the tang (Figs. 12
and 2e).42 Wilson, in his discussion ofthe St Ninian's Isle Treasure, argued that the
pommel on this find may have been the kind poorly represented on the Inchbrayock
stone.43 The lower guard on the Inchbrayock stone is slightly down-curved, and its
overall appearance is not totally dissimilar to that of the Gorton sword discussed
above. Almost exactly the same kind ofpommel, with straight guards, also appears

41 J. Lang, Corpus ojAnglo-Saxon Stone Sculpture, III, York and Eastern Yorkshire (Oxford, 1991), 183, 193; pIs. 677 and
72 I.

12 Laing and Laing, op. cit. in note 16, 28 I. For an illustration of this stone, see Sutherland, op. cit. in note 39,
147·

43 Wilson, op. cit. in note 19, 121.
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FIG. 6
Pedey's drawinll: orlhe Nigs; slab (afler AJien and
Anderson, op. CII. in nOle I).

illustrated on a Midlands round shaft at Brailsford, Derbys, which is probably of
the mid-11th century (Fig. '2f),44 and the hilt may be a rcpresentation of the type of
Latc-Saxon sword on which the tang passed through a pommel guard and was
gripped by an iron bar hidden by the pommel cap.4~ X-ray has suggested that this
method was used for lhe fastening of the pommel on the sword from the Viking
burial at Cronk Maar, Isle of Man.46 In the case of the Inchbrayock stone the
pommel knop has not been added, but there is a hint oflhe iron bar grip. An Irish
parallel, without the pommel guard, is provided by a sword from the old finds at
Lagore, Co. Meath.47 A similar type of sword appears depicted at Carndonagh,
Co. Donegal, on a gth·century monument (Fig. '2g). The Inchbrayock stone

.. T. D. Kendrick, LauSlmMfIIUi VqArt(I..ondon, 1949). pis. XLVII and XLVI,~.

<) Wilson, op. tiL in I>I){C ~7, fig. 15 and discussion.
'" G. Bcnu ;md D. Wihon, 11r« V~ Orfl«S dlN!sU .gMllII (Soc. Medicval Areh2col. ~Ionogr., I, loodon,

1966), 7'-~ .
.. H. O'N. Hcnckcn, 'Lagon: Crannog, an Irish royal residence ohhc 7m to lOIh centuries AD', Pr.c./W.Jtd IrisJI

AUi/., 53C(19~), fig. 2y\.
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FIG·7
Sword: Harvi~ston, Clackmannan. l'hcw: ({)urUf! {)fiM Trus/«.s tifiM

National MUJeUms tif&{)tlmuJ.

FIC.8
Sword: Gorton, Moray. l'hcw: ({)urUf! tifiM Trus/«.s tifiMNational

MWIIlms tif&{)tlmuJ.

FIG·9
Sword: Torbeckhill, Dumfries and Galloway. l'hcw: ({)urle.ry tiftlu

TrusUes {)fiM NaJional Musauns tif&{)tiwuI.
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FIG. IO

Warriors fighting with swords, detail from the Shandwick slab, Highland. Photo: courtesy ofTom Gray.

displays a number of features which are generally regarded as late - the absence
of Pictish symbols, the crude treatment of the horseman, the degenerate pelta
patterns and Scandinavian-style knotwork in the interlace all argue for a date no
earlier than the late gth- or roth century. Henderson has suggested by inference a
gth-century date, as she has compared its drapery with that on the Forteviot arch,
generally agreed to be of this date.48 Additionally, the form of the cross on the front
of this stone is a simpler version of that on the late Conbelin's Cross at Margam,
Neath Port Talbot, S. Wales. 49

Turning to other weapons, the T -shaped axe can perhaps be seen as a
chronological indicator. It probably originated among the Franks and was taken
up in Scandinavia by the Vikings. Wilson has suggested that the most exaggerated
form dates from the gth century.50 One is represented in an r rth-century hoard of
tools from a craftsman's chest found in Lake Mastermyr, Gotland,5l and in
England there are Late-Saxon examples of around A.D. rooo, for example in the
hoard from Hurbuck, Co. Durham and in a find from Crayke, N. Yorks., as well as
from London (Fig. r3i, j). 52 The type is represented in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts of

48 Henderson, 'Sculpture north of the Forth after the takeover by the Scots', 47 -64 in J. Lang (ed.), Anglo-Saxon
and Viking Age Sculpture (BAR Brit. Ser., 49, Oxford, 1978). See also L. Alcock and E. A. Alcock, 'Reconnaissance
excavations on Early Historic fortifications and other royal sites in Scotland, 1974-84; 5: A Excavations and other
fieldwork at Forteviot, Perthshire, 1981', Proc. Soc. Antig. Scot., 122 (1992), 223-7, where it is assigned to thc mid
9th century.

49 V. E. Nash-Williams, Early Christian Monuments of Wales (Cardiff, 1950), no. 234, where it is dated to the latc
loth or I I th century - but see also M. Redknap, TIe Christian Celts: Treasures ofLate Celtic Wales (Cardiff, 199 I), 68,
suggesting a 9th- or loth-century date.

50 D. M. Wilson, 'Anglo-Saxon Craft and Industry', 253-82 in D. M. Wilson (ed.), TIe Archaeology ofAnglo-Saxon
England(London, 1976), at 257.

51 H. Arbman, TIe Vikings (London, 196 I), pI. 2.
52 Wilson, op. cit. in note 50,257 and fig. 6. I; D. M. Wilson, 'Anglo-Saxon carpenter's tools', 143-50 in M. Claus

et a!. (eds.), Studien zur europiiischen Vor- und Friihgeschichte (Neumiinster, 1968); R. E. M. Wheeler, London and the
Vikings (London, 1927), fig. 8 - his type 2.

Permission has not 
yet been given to 
publish this image in 
electronic media. 
Refer to published 
material. 
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FIG. I I

Kirriemuir 2, Angus, warrior with sword. Photo: courtesy of
Tom Gray.

the roth and I Ith centuries, for example as an Anglo-Saxon contribution to the
copy of the Utrecht Psalter known as Ms Harley 603,53 and in the Bayeux
Tapestry.54

In a 'Celtic' context there is a T-shaped axe among the finds from Dunollie,
Argyll and Bute,55 datable to phases I-III (7th to roth centuries A.D.), and another
from Lough Faughan crannog, Co. Down (Fig. I3k).56 A gth- or roth-century date
is not improbable for either example.

53 M. O. H. Carver, 'Contemporary artefacts illustrated in late Saxon manuscripts', Archaeologia, ro8 (1986), fig.
16.

54 The Scandinavian occurrence of the T-shaped axe has been noted byJ. Petersen, Vikingetidens Redskaper (Oslo,
1951), fig. 120, but it does not seem to have been a specifically Viking type (for detailed discussion, London Museum
Medieval Catalogue (London, 1954), 58, where it is type III of the series). Once established in Britain, it remained
current through to the 14th century.

55 L. Alcock and E. A. Alcock, 'Reconnaissance excavations on Early Historic fortifications and other royal sites
in Scotland: 2 Excavations at Dunollie Castle, Oban, Argyll, 1978', Proc. Soc. Antig. Scot., I 17 (1987), I 19-48 at 141
and illus. 8, no 26.

56 E. P. Collins, 'Excavations at Lough Faughan Crannog, Co. Down', Ulster]. Archaeol., 18 (1955),45- 80 and
fig. I I, no. 68, here apparently used as an axe-hammer.
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FIG. 12
Samson with a sword, detail from Inchbrayock slab,
Angus. Photo: courtesy ofTom Gray.

The T -shaped axe figures on the stones from Papil I, Shetland (Fig. I 3g),57
Golspie 2, Highland (Figs. I 3b and 14), Aberlemno 3, (the 'Roadside' cross), Angus
(Fig. 13a), Meigle 2, and less certainly on Glamis 2, Angus, where a form seems to
be held by the centaur at the top right (Figs. I 3c-f and 14), and less certainly still
by the right-hand combatant at the bottom left (possibly also by the other
combatant, although the stone is too weathered to be certain). The blade on the
axes on this stone is less sharply angled to the stem, and has a shorter neck than on
the Papil stone. It is thus less significant for dating (Figs. 15 and 13d-f).

A similar axe is wielded by the bird-headed man on the front, top right of the
Rossie Priory stone, Perth and Kinross (Figs. 16 and 13h) and another appears to
be wielded by a centaur on Gask lA, Perth and Kinross. 58

The use of axes as weapons in hand-to-hand combat is a feature of the Viking
Period - axes occur in earlier weapon-sets in Europe, but in the form of the
francisca or throwing axe. Rynne has discussed the introduction of the use of the axe
as a weapon in Early Christian Ireland, pointing out that Giraldus Cambrensis
stated that the Irish used '... big axes well and carefully forged, which they have
taken over from the Norwegians and Ostmen'.59 Rynne also discussed an early
12th-century native Irish source (Cogadh Gaedhel re Gallaibh) which states that the
Irish used Lochlann (i.e. Viking) axes. From this and the archaeological evidence

57 Curle, op. cit. in note 3, pI. XXIV, a.
58 R. Treneh-Jellicoe, 'Pictish and related harps: their form and decoration', 159-72 in D. Henry (cd.), The Worm,

the Germ and the Thom (Balgavies, 1997), fig. 4.
59 Quoted in E. Rynne, 'The impact of the Vikings on Irish weapons', lSI -6 in Atti del VI Congresso Intemazionale

delle Scienze Preistoriche e Protostoriche, Sezioni V-VII (196 I), at IS4.
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a c

d

e r
g

i J

k

m

FIG. '3
Axes., brood~ and Pictish sculptures: a, Abcricmllo 3; b, Golspie; e-f, Glamis Manse; g, Papil;
h, Rossie Priory; i-j, aJ<eS from Hurbud:., Co. Durham; rr., axe from Lough Faughan crannog;

I, penannular brooch on figure at l\.lonfieth; and m, brooch from Aignish, Lewis.
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FIG. 14
Golspic 2, Highland. Figure with axe. Photo: Tom Gray, courtesy
qfLord Strathnaver.

from Ireland he concluded that the use of the axe as a weapon was due to Viking
influence. Scott has reviewed the evidence for battle-axes in the 9th to I Ith
centuries, concluding that the axe was in origin a Scandinavian weapon, and that
in England its popularity was probably due to its use among Cnut's men-at-arms. 50

N one of the depictions of axes on these stones are in the context of their use as
tools - those on the Glamis manse stone are clearly being used as weapons, and
the others possibly in a military context (Figs. I5 and 3b).

Outside Pictland, the T-shaped axe figures on the Barochan Cross, Renfrew
shire, which is a roth-century monument of the Govan School.51

On the subject of spears and shields, little need be added to the comments
made in I984, except to note that the small round shields with sharply pointed
bosses that can be seen on many Pictish stones have their counterparts in Irish and

60 J. G. Scott, 'An I rth century war axe in Dumfries Museum', Trans. Dumfries Galloway Nat. Hist. Ant. Soc., 3rd
seI., XLIII (Ig66), 117-20 at p. IIg.

61 Allen and Anderson, op. cit. in note I, fig. 475.
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FIG. 15

Glamis Manse, Angus, axemen. Photo: courtesy Tom
Gray.

FIG. 16

Rossie Priory, Angus, axeman. Photo: courtesy Tom
Gray.
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Anglo-Saxon representations from the 9th century onwards, for example on the
base of the Market Cross at Kells,6z in the Anglo-Saxon manuscript Harley 603,
f. 69c and f. 12, dated to c. A.D. 1000,63 or in the similarly dated MS. Cotton
Tiberius Biv.

The depiction of a brooch may provide a 9th-century date for the cross-slab
at Monifieth 2, Angus. The female figure on the reverse is wearing a penannular
brooch with squared terminals decorated with a lozenge (Fig. 131) - this shows
clearly in a recent photograph ofthe stone.64 This brooch has long been recognized,
but the class represented has not been identified in the pasl.6S The brooch belongs
to the group which I have defined as Gd, and is almost exactly matched by a
surviving example from Aignish, Lewis (Fig. 13m).66

VIKING-PERIOD ELEMENTS ON PICTISH STONES

Some Pictish sculptures display features directly inspired by Scandinavian
work. A good example is the cross-slab now in Elgin cathedral, Moray (Fig. 17a).
Beneath the cross on the front are four quadrupeds with lateral tendrils (additional
to the tendril-like interlacing of limbs and tails), biting one another's bodies,
arguably influenced by Jellinge ornament, which developed in the last quarter of
the 9th century.67 Although the characteristic pigtail and lip lappet of the true
Jellinge animal is missing,68 the double audine of the Elgin creatures is in keeping
withJellinge tradition (Fig. 17b). The line ofpellets down the middle of the animals
is perhaps inspired by loth-century metalwork.69 The use of dotted infill ribbons
can be seen on Norse cross-slabs from Michael, Isle of Man (nos. 100 and 10 I),
and on other Manx stones, notably Ballagh 77, Braddan 109 andJurby 99. 70 The
use of a cross on a base on the Elgin stone also points to a late date,71 as does the

62 P. Harbison, T!u High Crrmes ojlrewnd(&nn, 1992), fig. 338.
63 Carver, op. cit. in note 53, [29.
64 M. R. Nieke, 'Penannular and relaled brooches' Sl:cular ornament or symbol in action?', 128-34 in

M. Spearman and]. Higgitl (eds.), 1M Age ojMigra/ing Ideas (F.dinburgh, 1993), fig. 15. [.
6) E.g. R. Trench-Jellicoe, 'Hilton ofCadboll's female rider and her gear', flU/ish Arts Soc.]., 7 ([995), 3-9.
<;Ii L. Laing, A Catalogue oj eel/i.e Omommloi Metaiuxlrk in 1M British !JiM, t. AD 400-/200 (BAR Brit. Ser., 229,

Oxford, [993), [6, discussion of the type, with Aignish listed as no. 95. Thai simple type-G broochcs were in use In

the 9th century is apparent from the association of one with the Trewhiddle hoard, deposited c. 875: Wilson and
Blunt, op. cit. in note 28. There is additionally a long series of developed type-G brooches in Ireland, some with
openwork additions, such as the Killucan, Co. Wes(meath brooch - they were discussed in R. A. Smith, 'Irish
brooches through five centuries', Archaeologi4, 65 (19 [3-14), 223-50, at 238. Smith noted the 'lozenge on brooch
terminals seem~ to be a favourite motive of the ninth century' (loc. cit.). Two examples from the Ardagh hoard are
illustrated in M. Ryan (cd.), Treasures ojlrefund, 300Q BC-/500 AD (Dublin, 1983), nOll. 51 c and d, where they are
dated to the 9th century.

6> D. M. Wilson, 'The daling ofViking art in England', 135-44 in Lang (cd.), op. cit. in note 48, at [38.
611 Though the pigtail appears on a reiatedJellinge beast on Ounblane 2.
69 The device can be seen, for example, on the animals that adorn the brooch from Clunie Castle, Perth and

Kinross, and on some bossed penannular brooches of the second half of the 9th century (Clunie Castle: Laing, op.
cit. in note 66, no 29; S. Youngs (cd.), Tlu Wrwk ojAngels: Mosln-pietes ojCeilu M.taiuxlrk6th-9th Centum, AD (London,
[989), 115, no. I 10; bossed penannulars: J. Graham-Campbell, 'Bossed penannular brooches: a review of recent
research', M.dinJai Archaml., 19 ([975), 33-47 especially pI. v, from Ireland). The same type of dotted interlace is
apparent on a [oth-eentury kite brooch from Co. Kilkenny' Ryan (cd.), op. cit. in note 66, no. 6g. A simpler fonn
ofrillet infilling was in use on some Trewhiddle-scyle metalwork in the later 9th century.

, P. M. C. Kennode, MalU Crosses (Douglas, 1907), 101 - new numbering 128-9: M. Cubbon, 1M Art ifIM
MalU Crosses{Douglll.l, 1977) - dated to the loth or early 1nh Century.

>I For this feature see Papil I, discussed above, or some Welsh crosses, e.g. Nash Manor, Vale of Glamorgan:
Nash-Williams, op. cit. in note 49, no. 250, dated to the loth Century.
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appearance of the falconer. a motifwhich only became common in the Carolingian
period.72 The figural composition on the SlOne bas been compared by Hughes and
by Geddes to the Book ofDeer, a loth-century manuscript. 73 A date anterior to the
late 9th or early I ath century seems on cumulative evidence very improbable for
this monument.

Another stone [rom Michael, Isle orMan, has aJellinge beast similar to that
which figures on the stone from Dunblane 2, Perth and Kinross (Fig. 17c).74

In his study of the Viking.period hogback monuments of Scotland, James
Lang discussed those from Brechin, Angus, and Meigle (no. 25), Perth and Kinross,
in Picdand. In the case of Meigle 25. he argued that the animal heads on the
hogback were closely related to those on Meigle 5. and had the same distinctive
type ofear that appears on Aberlemno 2 and St Vigeans 14, Angus.15 Additionally,
I-Ienderson has drawn attention to the similarity of the Meigle 5 beast to those that
appear at Elgin, Meigle 4, St Madoes, Perth and Kinross, and Dunfallandy, Perth
and Kinross. 16 Lang saw the Meigle monument as related to those of Govan,
Glasgow, which he assigned to a date after 950.11

The Brechin hogback Lang saw as displaying ornament related to Ringerike
work of the Irish School (Fig. 17d).18

A number of decorative elements that appear on Pictish stones do nOl occur
in Insular sculpture before the Viking Period. Richard Bailey has drawn attention
in particular to certain types of interlace and key patterns that, although found in
other media prior to the Viking Period, in sculpture are characteristic of it (Fig.
18).19 Among these the following may be singled out:

(a) A form of four-cord plait with knotwork, usually termed 'ring-twisf,fIIJ that is
found on loth-eemury Viking-period monuments at Govan and 'Whithom, and is
widespread in Viking-period sculpture in the north of England. This interlace is
found at Bressay, Meigle 4 and 5, Drainie, Farnell, Papil, Monymusk, Kirriemuir,
St Vigeans 10, Ardchattan, Abercromby, and Aboyne. Outside Scotland it occurs
in Wales in the loth to 11th centuries (Fig. 17c).81

7t A. Carrington, 'The hOl'$<:man and the falcon: mounted falconcrs in Pictish sculpture', Proc. $«. Anliq. $col.,
126 (1996),459-68, at 463.

73 K. Hughes, 'The Book of Deer (Cambridge University Library Ms li.6-,32)', 22-7 in D. N. Dumville (ed.),
Ctlt~ Bn'win in tJu &r!1 MUlda Agu (Woodbridge, 1980), al 28; Geddes, op. eil. In note 34, 538.

14 Kermode, op. cit. in note 70, 8g (renumbered Bg).
's 1. Lang, 'Hogback monumen15 in Scotland', Proc. $«. Anliq. &ol., lOS (1972-4),200-35, at 215.
'tHenderson, op. cit. in note 48, S4-S. All of these examples Lang saw lU similar to a head on a bone slylus of

Ihe Viki~ Period from Clifford St, York -loco cil. in note 7S.
" Op. Cll. in IlOte 75, 214.
II He eomparttl the fmnw clerics on the Brechin hogback 10 those on Ihe CamUSlOn Cross, the figures al

Kirriemuir (Allen and Anderson, op. cit. in !lOle I, fig. 23ga) and the AJdbolr slab !lOW in Brechin cathednl (Allen
and Anderson, op. cit. in IlOte I, 2Sga). He suggested that the clerics wen: rcpresenlati\'C of a Bn:chin school,
perhaps inspirttl by Irish II th-century ffiClaiwork such as the StO\'>"C "'Iissalshrine, and saw the Brechin monumenl
as irupirttl by Irish monks on a pilgrimage route to the Continen!: Lang, op. cit. in DOle 7S, 217.
"R.N. Bailey, V~Atr~(London, 1980),71-+
• Bailey, Ioc. cil. in lIOIe 7, . 7aj Allen and Anderson, op. ciL in DOte I, design S03.
II F'Ot"exampie at Penally, e (Nash-\\rJlliams, op, ot. in DOle 49, DO. 36S, dated to the early loW century),

OC' SI Ishmaels (ibid., 397), when: it is dated to the loW-lith centuries.
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FlO. 17
Viking-period motifs and Pictish stones: a, Elgin; b, animal onJelling cup; c, Dunblane 2; d, Brechin hogback;

e, Bressay; f, Fortingall I; g, Menmuir 2 (restored); h, Roscmarkic I; i, Menmuir J ;j, Collieburn; and
k, Foneviot 3.
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c
d e

nC.18
Viking.period motifs (afler Bailey, op. cit. in no«: 79): a, ring chain; b, looping pattern; c, key pattern I;

d, bifurcated $Uand; and e. key pattern 2.

(b) A looping paUetn.82 Allhough encountered in metalwork earlier, the design is not
found in sculpture before the Viking Period. It is found on Papi! I, Glamis 2 and
Meigle 22, and in zoomorphic Conn at Shandwick.

(e) A /cty motif,83 which is found at 81 Vigeans I I, Menmuir 2, Dupplin and
Whitharn. A variant occurs at Benvie and Foningall (Fig. 17g).84

(d) Another type of key paUtm.8~ This is found on 8t Vigeans 10, Glamis I,

Invergowrie and Fortingall I. This 'Viking' type of key panem occurs on later
monuments in Wales, continuing into the 11th century (Fig. 17f).86

(e) The 'bifUrcated strand' is a type ofintcrlace in which the strands are split and then
imcrlaced.87 This was employed in Scandinavian art of the Borre Style and even
earlicr, but does not occur in Insular art in any medium before the Viking Period.88

.2 Bailey, op. cit. in note 79, fig. 7b, Allen and Andel'5On, op. cit. in note I, motif $5l.

., Bailey, op. cit. in nOle 79, fig. 7c; Allen and Andel'5On, op. cit. in nOte I, motif 899. Key motifs, although
originating beforc the 9th century in manU5C:ript art, gained panicular currency in Ireland in thc latcr 9th and loth
cenwries, appcarin~commonly on the Class B slabs at Clonmacnoisc, Co. Offaly: R. 0 "loinn, 'Clonmacnoisc,
art and patronage m the early medicval period', 1151-60 in Bourke (eel.), op. cit. in note 10,1154. It occurs for
exampic in the Boo.... of ~"atdurnan,dated to thi! period: f. Henry, lrisk Art DIIm., IIu V"Wirt IJlnuitnu, Boo-Itllo
AJJ. (London, 1967), pis. K and L), and on metalwork.: Ryan (cd.), op. cit. in note 66, 150--1.

.. Allen and Andenon, op. ot. in n()(C "motif8g3/4-
lIS Bailey, op. ciL in note 79, fig. 7e; A1lcn and Andenon, op. cit. in note " pattern 888.
• for example at Uangan, Vak: ofGlamorgan (Nash·\\rL1liams, op. ciL in note 49. no. 208), a pancUed canwhecl

croa of'hc I lth century.
.. Bailey, op. ciL in notc 79, fig. 7d.
• Bailey, op. cit. in DOte 79. 711.
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It is apparent at Crieff, Menmuir " Bressay, and Rosemarkie I, where it is used in
the corners of the crescent symbol (Fig. '7h, i).

(f) The incised swastika is a feature of Viking-period sculpture in the north of
England and South-West Scotland. It is found for example on monuments at
Craignarget, Dumfries and Galloway, and Aspatria, Cumbria, and Bailey has
suggested that these stones display a link between Cumbria and South-West
Scotland in the Viking Period.89 In Pictland a swastika occurs on a stone at
Collieburn, Sutherland, Highland.

(g) Pellets incorporated into interlace are another feature of Viking-period work (Fig.
17j, k). This is found in Pictland at Collieburn, Rosemarkie and on Forteviot 3 (on
what appears to be the arm of a free-standing cross), and in Wales appears to be a
loth- and, ,th-century phenomenon.9o

(h) Outlining (i.e. the use of double contour lines) is normally regarded as 'late' in
Insular sculpture. This is found on Papil " St Vigeans 7 (the bull being pole-axed),
Meigle 9 and Strathmartine 6 (where the swimming elephant has a double outlinc),
and double outlining is also used on the symbols on the Glamis 2 SlOne. The same
feature can be seen on St Vigeans '4.91

(i) The median line in non-zoomorphic interlace is encountered at Collieburn,
Rosemarkie I, Drainie 10, the Maiden Stone, Migvie, Kingoldrum, Invergowrie,
Benvie, Kirriemuir , and 5, Strathmartine 7, St Vigeans 12, Criefl', Dunning,
Forteviot, Meigle 2', 28 and 29, Abercromby 1a, St Andrews 4 and 14 and
Dogtown (Fig. 17j). The median line is very common on Welsh Early-Christian
stones, and, although it occurs in metalwork and in manuscript art at an earlier
date, appears in sculpture to be a phenomenon of the 9th century and latcr. 92 The
median line is also found in zoomorphic form on the Rossie Priory stone.

ICONOGRAPHIC PARALLELS BETWEEN IRELAND AND PICTLAND

There are a number of close iconographic parallels between Pictish relief
sculpture and Irish high crosses. Obviously, for these to be meaningful in
chronological terms, there has to be some measure of agreement about the date of
the Irish high crosses on which the comparable iconographical details occur, and,
equally, agreement that the iconography did not originate in Pictland lO be
transferred at a secondary stage to Ireland.

B!I Bailey, op. cit. in nOte 79, 223-8.
go It occurs for example on Nash-Williams, op. cit. in note 49, no. 47, (Uanddewi'r Cwm, I'owys), also associated

with Allen's pattern 55'; on Nash·Williams nO. 239 (Menhyr Mawr, Bridgend, with inscription dated 10 111h
celllury); NashN.,tilliams nO. 252 (Newcastle-Bridgend, Bridgend); Nash-Williams no. 2 12 (Uangyfelach, Swansea),
and Nash-Williams no. 291 (Caerleon, Newport). Nash-Williams saw the phenomenon as being mainly a loth·
century one (ibid., 45).
~'). B. Kenworthy, 'A further fragmelll of early Christian sculpture from St Mary On the Rock, St Andrews,

Fife. Pr()(;. Sot. Anliq. &()I., "0, (1981), 356-63 at p. 358, discusses these occurrences, where the monuments
concerned were seen as influenced by early manuscripts rather than Viking art. Kenworthy has drawn attention to
the double outlining on Monifieth 4, lnvergowrie, Senvie, Farnell, and 5t Andrews, as well as Coldingham (ibid.,
359). On Monifieth 4 the double outlining is displayed by animals that are clearly relaled 10Jdlinge work (Allen
noted their 'Viking' affinities in Allen and Andel"!lon, op. cit. in nOte I).

92 See, for example, Nash-Williams, or. cit. in note 49. pI. LXVI.
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Arguments in recent years have centred on the relationship between the free
standing crosses of lona, Northumbria and Ireland, and the relationship of aU
three groups to the Pictish cross-slabs. R. B. K. Stevenson suggested that the lona
crosses were the model for those in Ireland, and saw the Ossory Group (notably
the Ahenny crosses) as the closest relatives to the lona crosses.9] The Royal
Commission on Hjstoricand Ancient Monuments argued that the lona monuments
were inspired by 1 orthumbrian crosses, and that they themselves in tum inspired
those in Ireland, assigning them to the second half of the 8th century.~ Dorothy
Kelly has rejected the idea of a close association with Northumbria in the lana
crosses, while emphasizing their affinity to Irish monuments,9$ and this view has
been supported by MacLean, who has argued for the inAuence ofcarpentry in the
construction of the lona monuments not apparent in Northumbria.96 Although
crosses on lona itself may be unrelated to Nonhumbrian tradition, the cross at
Kilnave, Islay, might be seen as a forerunner, and related to the undecorated stone
cross at Whitby, N. Yorks., and the incised cross on St Cuthbert's reliquary coffin
(datable to 6g8), which have been discussed by Bailey, who has seen them as a
Celtic 'plant that failed to take' but which was developed further in lona.97 The
current position would seem to argue in favour of the lona crosses being the
forerunners of those in Ireland, and owing little or nothing to Northumbrian
inspiration.

The group of Irish crosses usually regarded as the earliest and most closely
related to those ofIona are the Tipperary/Kilkenny group, within which lies the
Western Ossory or Ahenny group, dated by Henry to the 8th cemury.98 Recent
detailed studies of this group by Edwards, Hicks and Harbison,99 indicate that they
are no earlier than the 9th century. Within the 9th-century bracket the dates have
varied - Hicks and Edwards have assigned them to a date early in the 9th century;
Harbison, on documentary evidence, favoured a date around 860.

StaUey has listed some of the recent literature on the chronology of Irish
crosses in a discussion of the Tower Cross (Cross of Patrick and Columba) at Kens,
arguing that this monument, traditionally assigned to the first half of the 9th
century, should be dated closer to the end ofil. 1OO Ifhe is right, there is good reason
to assign the scriptural crosses to around A.D. goo, with implications for the study
ofPictish sculpture.

Many of the iconographic connections between Irish high crosses and Pictish
slabs have been discussed and listed by Harbison. He has argued that the Biblical

., R. B. K. Sle"elUOn, 'The chronology and relationship or some Scottish and Irish crosses',J. RI1.JIJI Soc. A~liq.

IrtlDnd, 86 (1956), 14-96.
.. R.C.H.A.M.S. l~rJtnf4ryofA'K!U, 4, /1PIa., (Edinburgh, 198'2), 17-'9·
» D. Kelly, The rclalions1tip or the cros.sa or Argyll: the evidence or rorm', '219-'29 in S~arman and Uiggitt

(eds.), op. cil. in nOie 64.
" D. MacLean, 'Technique and contenl: carpcnlry conslruCled Insular slone crosses', 167-75 in Bourke (cd.),

~. cit. in ROle 10.
JR. Bailey, Lt&fmui'J &r1>a1~(TorontO, 1996).51)-1.

" F. Henry,/rUIt Hip CnweJ (Dublin, 19(4), 59.
It N.~,~ early grol;lP ofcros:sa ~rom the, Kingdom of~ry',J.RJrJ-l.5«. Avit./"fmui, 11~ (1983),

5-46; C. Hicks, A Clonmacnoue worJuhop If! Slant: ,].~ 5«. AIltIf./rtlmt4, 110 (lgSo), 5-35; HarbUon, op.
cil. in "DOle 6'2.

'110 S1al1ey, op. CiL in "DOle '4-
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iconography of the Irish crosses originates in the Carolingian world, where he has
seen possible models as being ivories or stucco work. 101 He has argued that this
iconography was introduced no earlier than the 830S or 840S, and was transmitted
from Ireland, eastwards with 5t Columba's relics - perhaps to an already
established centre at Dunkeld - sometime between 830 and 850, probably from
lona. However, in the absence of any surviving traces of the same iconography on
lona, it seems reasonable to assume that 'lana was only the intermediary, and that
it was Kens that was the real supplier'. 102 Harbison has compared the iconography
ofIrish and Pictish monuments, and has suggested that details of stones at Kettins,
5t Vigeans 7, Dunkeld and Meigle can be most closely matched on the Market
Cross at Kells which also provides a model for a detail at Burghead. He has seen
the centaur on Aberlemno 3 as being matched on the Cross of 5t Patrick and
Columba at Kells, while the Daniel on the Market Cross at Kells has its counterpart
at Meigle. One of the Meigle animals, he has suggested, can compare closely with
one on Muiredach's Cross at Monasterboice. Other comparisons with Irish high
cross iconography can be seen, he has suggested, on monuments at Aldbar, Farnell,
Woodwray, Dunfallandy, Invergowrie, Dunkeld, Glamis 2, Meigle 2, 5t Vigeans 7,
Abernethy and Camuston. 103 It is notable, however, that the Irish Biblical
iconography is not apparent on the St Andrews sarcophagus or in the sophisticated
Boss-style monuments afHilton of Cadboll or Nigg.

In her discussion of the Irish affinities of the St Andrews sarcophagus, Nancy
Edwards has formed the conclusion that while 'there are general comparisons that
can be made between the sarcophagus and Irish monuments, similarities resulted
largely from the fact that sculptors, metalworkers and indeed manuscript
illuminators on either side of the Irish Sea in the late 8th and early 9th centuries
had a similar outlook, a similar attitude to art and design and were working in a
similar milieu'. 104

A number of monuments display robed clerical figures in frontal poses,
sometimes holding books. These occur on the cross-slabs at Aldbar, Invergowrie,
Benvie, Menmuir I and 2, Monifieth, St Vigeans 10, II, 17 and 18, Dunkeld 2,
Meigle 29 and possibly Fortingall I. Carola Hicks has seen these as having Irish
connections, and has drawn attention to the similarity of the figures at Aldbar,
Invergowrie and Benvie to those on the crosses at Clonmacnoise. 10.5 The crossed
'dragons' on the Invergowrie slab also share features in common with the
confronted dragons on the north face of the North Cross at Clonmacnoise.

They may originate with growing Irish influence in Tayside in the first half of
the 9th century, but once introduced probably remained a feature of Pictish art
into the loth. Similar figures appear, for example, in the Book ifDeer.

101 Harbison, op. cit. in note 62, 328;]. Calyen in her M.Lin. thesis for the Univer.;ity of Califomia, Berkeley
(published as "l"M earlY &vtWpmmt of Irish High Crosst! and IMir Rtl4lumship to StolJish Stulpllm (Ikrkdey, 1978)) has
SImilarly drawn iconographic parallels l!<:tween the Irish crosses and Pictish cross-slabs. The Carolingian sources
are discussed in P. Harbison, 'The Carolingian contribution to Irish sculpture', 105-10 in M. Ryan (cd.), htkmd
IVld Insul4r Art, A.D. 5°0-1200 (Dublin, '987).

102 Ibid., 326.
lOS Ibid., 325-6.
104 N. Edwards, 'The Irish connection', 227-39 in Foster, op. cit. in note 8, at 238-9.
10) Hicks, op. cit. in nOle 99, 19.
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a
FIG. 19

Birds and Pictish an: a, 51 Mel's crozier and b, Farr.

b

THE ANIMALS ON THE PICTISH SLABS

Some of the fantastic creatures on Pictish stones can be seen to have
counterparts in sculptures elsewhere. The creatures flanking the shaft o[St Vigeans
I can be matched in both Anglo-Saxon and Irish sculpture: for example the
treatment of the feline to the right of the shaft is similar to that of the griffin on the
cross-shaft at Otley, W. Yorks.,I06 while the snakes underneath it are reminisccm
of those on the underside of the arm and ring of the 50Ulh side of the Cross of the
Scriptures at Clonmacnoisc,107 a monument which has been seen (above) to display
a number offeatures similar to some in Pictish sculpture.

A later source may lie behind the birds that appear interlocked on the stone
from Crieff, Perth and Kinross (Fig. 19). Here the closest model is to be found in
Irish metalwork, for example on the Crosier of St Mel,l08 or, for the interlocking
necks, the crosier ofCil Oililig. 109

Certain animal 'types' figure prominently on Pictish sculpture, and are clearly
related to similar animal compositions elsewhere. These can be useful for
chronological purposes. They comprise interlocked twin animals and crouching
beasts.

Tht inttrrocktd twin aniTlUlls on Pitlish sculpturt (Fig. 20)

A motif which is apparent on a number of the mostly southern Pictish stones
is a pair of confronted (sometimes addorsed) intertwining creatures, usually with
snake bodies, the interlace frequently displaying median lines. The classic examples
are the monuments from Kirriemuir 3, Dogtown, Benvie, Invergowrie and
Rosemarkie I. Related to these are confronted hippocamps, which are apparent
on Aberlemno 2, Largo, Murthly, Meigle 26, Meigle 8 and, in variant guise,
Skinner. A possible starting point for the development of these zoomorphs may be
seen in onhumberland, on Bamburgh I, which appears to be from the top of a
chair. It has been dated tentatively to the late 8th or early 9th century. ParaUels
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a

fTG.20
Confronted beasts and Piclish art; a, Skinncl; b, Invergowrie; c, Crofton; d, Durham Ritual; e, Dogtown;

f, Kettins; g, Meigle :23; h, Murthly; i, Thornhil1;j, Gloucester 2; k, Kirricmuir 3; I, Rosemarkie '; 10, Largo;
n, Benvie; 0, Collingham :2; p, Kilkieran; q, Dupplin; r, Tower Cros:!, Kells; and s, crosier ofCu Duilig.

additionally have been cited in Anglo-Scandinavian sculpture, notably at Colling
ham. l1O Similar, but more complex, creatures appear on the nose-guard of the
Coppergate, York, helmet of the late 8th century. A parallel in Ireland can be seen
at Clonmacnoise, on the north face of the North Cross, usually dated to the
9th century. The same motif has been noted by Stevenson as appearing on a
Pressblech panel on the Chur Reliquary, a 9th-century Carolingian object from
Switzerland. Itt

LlO ColJingv.·ood, op. cit. in nOle 106, fig. 3'; R.J. Cramp, Oirpus ojAng/;)·SaxM S/l)n, &ulpl~re. I: CD~"1y Durham and
.NQJ"th~mbrr/;)"d (London, '984), 163. The animals on Plctish Stones have been the subject of consideration by
C. Hid,s, Animals in Enrry MrdinJal Art (Edinburgh, 1993), '39-59 and '2 [7-'20. Many of her points but not her
chronology are agreed with here.
'I' R. B. K. Stevenson, 'Further thoughts on some well known problems', 16-26 in Spearman and Higgilt (ros.l,

op. cit. in note 64, [9.
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A useful typology for the English relatives of the Pictish confronted dragons
has been provided by Cramp,112 who has traced their evolution from inhabited
vinescrolJ as found on theJedburgh panel through those on the Melsonby shaft to
the creatures that adorn the ElslOw and Gloucester 2 crosses. She has equated
Masham and Newent with Meigle 2, and has set them in the first half of the 9th
century. The Oaltcning out of the bodies and the patterning by formal blocks of
ribbing, which is a feature of the PiClish monuments, she has seen as developing by
the mid·gth century, when 'tails develop into elaborate meshes of interlace'. 113 In
the later 9th century animals are two-dimensional, and 'can be bound into chains
by their tail and longue extensions and sUivive as quadrupeds'.

She has similarly traced the development of the single fantastic beast from the
last quarter of the 8th century through the 9th to the mid-loth. 'They originate as
leonine or griffin-like, but evolve into more anonymous canines. long-necked
beasts and lizard-like bipeds'. 114

Another sequence, partly based on Cramp's, has been traced by
Kenworthy. I IS

17u CTouthing beast in Pictish sculpture (Fig. 21)

A crouching, backward-looking animal with lolling tongue and back-curled
tail, sometimes biting itself, is a common motif on the Pictish stones. Some of its
relatives have been discussed in a study of the Aberlemno z stone,116 and the
detailed analogies for those at Aberlcmno need not be repealed here. There is
evidence that they are a phenomenon of the 9th century, but continue into the
early 11th. Apart from Aberlemno 2, other stones displaying them include
Dunfallandy, Dupplin (which provides a fixed date in the early 9th century),
Aberlemno 3, Strathmartine 5, Menmure, St Madoes and Rossie Priory.

MONUMEl\'TS THAT HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO DATES PRIOR TO 750

Few now consider that any relief sculpture was produced in Pictland before
the 8th century. A number ofnorthern Sconish monuments have been assigned by
some scholar:s in the past to dates earlier than 750, most notably by Mrs Curle,ll7
who believed that relief began in the late 7th century, and who put into her earliest
group of sculplUres the incised monuments from Papa Westray, Raasay, and
Arbirlot, Balblair and Burness, and the Brach of Birsay slab along with the
monuments at Ardchattan, Kilmartin, Bressay and Papil I. Her dating for these
monuments was re-appraised by Stevenson, who assigned them to the 9th and loth
centuries, with the exception of Papil and Brough of Birsay slabs, which he saw as
belonging to the late 8th century.118

,n R.J. Cramp, 'The Anglian U"adition in the ninth century'. '-32 in Lang (ro.), op. cit. in note 48, fig. 1.1.
m Ibid.• 14.
lit Cramp, op. cit.. in note I I I, 13.
liS Kenworthy, op. cit. in note 91, :B7-63.
". Laing, op. cit.. in note 36.
m Curie, op. cit. in note 3.
II' Stevenson, 1959, op. cit. in note 5. 55. Sec abo R. B. K. Stc-.'CfUOrl, 'Christian sculpture in Norse Shetland',

FnWskDpanit, 28-9 (l9Bt), 283-92.
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Crouching backward-looling animals: a, Dupplin; b, Aberlemno 2; c, Meigle [.';I; d, Aberlemno 2; e, Meigle 5;
f, Monifieth 4; g, Bologna shrine; h, SI Madoes; and i, motif~plece, Dublin.
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In a previous study of the stones from Papil, I argued that none were PiClish
but all were almost certainly ofDalriadic Scanish derivation and datable to the 9th
century. 119 The significance of the T-shaped axe and double outlining on Papil I

was considered above (pp. 93, 95).
The Brough of Birsay Slone appears in contrast to have been a 'Pictish'

monument, as suggested by the symbols. The treatment of the figures is distinctive,
with onc figure wil.h curling hair and beard, which is almost exactly matched on a
motif piece found in a midden adjacent to House I atJarishof, Shetland. 120 This
belonged to the first phase of the Viking settlement in the 9th century, and is likely
to have been residual from the presumed Pictish occupation which preceded the
Viking farmstead, as Stevenson and Ritchie have suggested. 121 The similar
treatment of the hair and beard can be found in the Book of Kells. Given this, there
are no serious arguments for supposing that the Brough of Birsay stone pre-dates
the end of the 8th century.

One other monument of the Northern series deserves particular consideration.
This is the cross-slab from Golspie 2, Highland, which, if the postulated evolution
of Pictish sculptural technique is accepted, should be early since it uses incised
technique on the back and shallow reliefon the cross-slab on the front. The Golspie
stone displays a marching, bearded man carrying a knife and aT-shaped axe,
which it was suggested above does not pre-date the 9th century.122

tl'L Laing, 'The Papil, Shetland swnes and lheir significance', htisll Arts s.., 5 (1993), !r18. All prombly
hektnged 10 a monutic offshOOI from JOlla - the low-relief lion on Papil , seems 10 be modeUed on Ihe lion
e\"ilngdisl S)mbol in !be Book of DulTOW, and may ha\"C been a delibenue 'bc:trro>o'ing' from an already-old and
revered product of!be 10na5Oplorium, iflhe argumenl.S Ihal DulTOW is an lona manuscriplllU acc:epted: L Laing,
'The Prow:n.ance oflhe Book ofDurrow', Sc«tiJk ArduMtIl. Ra., 9/ 10 (1995), I '5-24.

'10 I. R. C. Hamilton, ExunxJ1ioNGIJGfUltflJ, .s:vtl<mi(Edinburgh, 19?6), U I, no. 129.
III Rilchie, V~ SadUmi(London, (993),70, and Stew:nson, op. cn. in note t 18, 28g.
'" Several other features poinllO a 9th-eentury date for the Golspie stone. The inscription in ogham round the

edge seems 10 incorporate the word MEQQ, 'son of', suggesting Irish inAuence, and the uSC of ogham iuelf is in
kCl:ping with a 9th-eentury date: K. Ii.Jaekson, 'The Pictish language', 129-66 in Wainwright, op. cit. in note 5,
140 .

'nle fact that there are no fewer than scven symbols on the stone might argue that it is late in the series, a fact
supported by the characler of their representation, aldtough they are less 'degenerate' than many on the later
stones. The intertwined serpent and dragon at the base does not appear to be a symbol which figures on any Class
'StOne, but is represented in almost e:<actly the same form on the bottom (front right) ofSt Vigeans t, the 'Drosten'
stOlle, which has been daled by its inscription to around 8"o{Clancy, op. cit. in Ilote 9). The rather crude ornamcnt
on the cross-side of the slab links Golspie to monuments usually assigned to the late 8th or early 9th centuries,
including the St Andrews sarcophagu! (Allen and Anderson, op. cit. in note I, F.tterns 607 and 974), Nigg (ibid.,
patterns 6fu and 97oA), Rosemarkie I (ibid., patterns 969 and 974) and fan (ibid., palterns 969 and 974).

The running-spiral patterns along the edges of the Gobpie stone arc almost lhe same as those on the base of
the Castlcdermot cross, as Hicks, op. cit. in ROte 99, l'l, has l>OIed (for an ilIusII.llion ofCastJedermot: Henry, op.
cit. in note 83, pl. 70). Castledermot is assigned to the later 9th century by Harbison, op. cit. in note 62, 377, but
some ha\"C seen it as a btet" (l<Mh-ccnturyl monument.

Hicks, op. cit. in note 99. l'l, has additionally dra""TI attention to the fact that the rendering orthe fcline on
lhe Golspie stone is va)' close to the Durrow lion. eMn !be argument for the app"'ar1I'ltt ofthc 'Ounow lion' at
Papil t, the GoI!pie stone might be seen as furtht:r evidence for conscious bon'owing from the Jona tntdition. The
filrures on this Slone and those that follow ha\'e recently been discussed in I. Hendenon, PietiJil MMSUrJ: ~'lIIbcti,

'1at-' /'""JW"(Cambridge, 1997, H. M. Chadwick Memorial Lectures, 7}.
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Ifa 9th-century date is accepted for Golspie, there is no reason to assume that
the incised linear human figures on the stones from Barflat, Rhynie,123 Balblair,l24
Collessie, Fife, 12:' or Cunningsburgh, Shetland,126 are any earlier.

Of the northern slabs dismissed by Stevenson as late, it was noted above that
the one from Collieburn employs pellets within the interlace, a Viking-period
feature, and also bears a possibly secondary swastika which is also a feature of late
monuments. The other monuments all share decorative features with monuments
of the 9th and loth centuries. 127

THE LOW RELIEF SOUTHERN PICTLAND SLABS

A second group of monuments is closely related and has been seen by many
scholars to represent the beginning of the Class II series of cross-slabs. Several of
these were seen by Mrs Curle to pre-date 700, and more recently claims have been
made for a late 7th-century date for Aberlemno 2, mainly on the basis of the
supposed depiction on this slab of the Battle ofDunnichen, fought in 685.128 I have
argued that it cannot pre-date the 9th century, and is likely to belong to the middle
of it. A later date is also possible.1 29 Apart from its use of 9th-century swords,
discussed above, its use of a secular battle scene and its choice of certain forms of
animal ornament point to a date in the 9th century. The group as a whole bears a
similarity in the use of low relief and, in the case of Aberlemno 2 and Glamis
Manse, a pointed apex, that is found in a group of 9th-century slabs in Co.
Donegal, notably that at Fahan Mura.

Six other stones can be considered alongside it: the two stones from Glamis
and the stones from Eassie, Angus, Rossie Priory, Fowlis Wester 2 and Dunfallandy,
Perth and Kinross. In addition, shared ornamental patterns link stones from this
group with Meigle I and St Vigeans 7.

The group as a whole has been considered as belonging to the 8th century by
most commentators, the most recent view being that expressed by Isabel
Henderson and D. MacLean, who believe that relief sculpture was introduced
from Northumbria in the second quarter of the 8th century. 130

The two Glamis stones have been seen as very early in the Class II series on
account of the incised symbols on the backs. On Glamis 2 (Glamis Manse) the

'" I. A. G. Sh"'ph",rd and A. N. Shepherd, 'An inciS"'d Pictish figur", and n",w symbol Slon", from Badlal, Rhyni""
Gordon DiSlrict ,Pr{/(;. 5«. Anliq. StDllo.nd, log (1978), ~, 1-~2.

,~. All",n and Anderson, op. cil. in nOle I, 9S.
'" 5. FosI",r, Pi.ts, Gaels and Scots (London, '992), 230 and pI. 7.
'26 V. Turner, 'The Mail stone: an incised Pictish figure from Mail,Cunningsburgh,Shetland',Proc. 5«. Anliq.

StDI., I\!4 (t994), 3t5-\!6.
127 Th", monumenl al Ulbsler, as already noted, shares Allen's pallun 503 wilh Brcssay, Benvie and Whithorn,

and Collieburn shares pattern 714 wilh Brodie, Gartonside and Glamis~.The slab al Farr shares pattern 969 with
Kettins, Rosemarkie " Inchbrayock and St Andr",ws 4; it shares patlern 6S3 wilh Brodie, Woodwray, 5t Madoes,
Meigle 2S, Arthurlie and 51 Andrews tS. Pattern 668 is shared with Brodie, and pattern IOS4 with Dupplin, 5t
V;r.ans 2 and Meigle 27 and 28. .
, G. Cruibhank, T/u; Bal/It oj Dunnuhm (Balgavies, (999), discUSM:s the interpretalion of the battk scene. His

early daling for Ih", Slon", has been advanced in a number of studies, notably in G. Cruikshank, 'Explaining the
Aberlemno battle-scene', 39-42 inJ. R. F. Burl, E. Bowman and N. M. R. Robertson (eds.), SW1lI!r, Symbols and
Swries: AIPUts ojPi.IU!l Studies (Edinburgh, '991).

'"l'1 Laing, op. cil. in note 36.
1311 Henderson, op. cit. in note 7; MacLean, op. cit. in note 8.
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symbols are orthodox (serpent, fish and mirror), but on Glamis I the incised motifs
include a quadruped which seems very much like a mirror*version of one of those
on the front ofthe stone (just under the right hand cross arm), and which certainly
does not belong in the series ofClass I symbols. This type ofstriding animal can be
seen on Irish motif pieces. 131

Isabel Henderson has demonstrated that the decorative patterns displayed on
the Glamis stones show them to be closely related to other Pictish monuments. 132

The possible occurrence of a battlc axe on Glamis Manse and Rossie Priory has
been noted above and poinlS to a date not earlier than the 9th century.

A feature of Glamis 2 is its distinctive use of zoomorphic interlace (which
displays a median line) on the cross arms. This is an unusual device, and the type
ofanimal heads, with longjaws and bulbous nostrils, show them to belong to a long
tradition orInsular art. 133 The form they take on this stone is unlikely to be earlier
than the 9th century: the animal heads are close to those on Meigle 4, and the
double-strand interlace (without its zoomorphic features) on the Cross of Muire
dach at Monasterboice.

Three other monuments can be considered along with this group. Dunfallandy
is linked to Aberlemno '2 by its use ofa distinctive type ofanimal, which appears at
the bottom right of the front of the stone. So close is it to that on the Aberlemno '2

stone that a common source for both animals must be postulated. Dunfallandy,
likewise, shares with Aberlemno '2 the 'guardian' dragons that frame the shallow
relief sculpture on the back. l34 The Dunfallandy stone employs the same type of
ball-and-claw fect on the animals that figure on the front of Aberlemno '2, and has
bosses on the cross-head which establish its relationship to the 'Boss-style'
monuments. Its abstract ornament, however, comprises four patterns, of which
914 and 553 are matched at Rossie.

Harbison has noted that the motifof the quadruped with human legs dangling
from its mouth is represented at Woodwray and at Dunfallandy, and also on
monuments at Iniscealtra and possibly Seir Kieran, in Ireland, while the centaurs

'" For example on OrK from Nendrum (U. O'Meadhra, Ecuf1 ClrriJlimt, V'r.tiltg IUUi~'1W Art· Mo/ifPUusjrotn
Irtlmui(Stockholm, '979), no. 13,)A), or, for the tail curled between the legs, one from Strokestown (ibid., no. 158).
The $ame treatment of the tail "''3..S onu apparent on an animal from the lowest part of the shaft of the cross at
Moone (Harbison, op. cit. in note 6z, fig. 5ZZ).
In I. Henderson, 'The shape and decoration of the cross on Pktish crou·slabs carved in relief', Z09-18 in

Spearman and Higgitt (cds.), op. cit. in nOte 61' at 212-'3. Clamis 2 shares A1kn's pattern 786 with Rossie and St
Vigeam 7 and pattem 671 with Rouie and r. elgle I. Clamis , shares patterns fig, 744 and 1013 with Eassie. By
the same procell, Aberlemno 2 shares pattern 739 with Meigle I and pattern 764/5 with Eassie and Meigle I.

Meigle 1 is badly weathered, but the animal ornament on the front ,hares features with Aberlemno z. The
creature with convoluted hindquarters to the left of the shaft recalls the similar figures at Aberlemno in the same
position, while the confronted hippocamps to the right can be compared with those on Aberkmno 2 as well.
'" n.c staning point for this type of animal bead can be seen in the CHkrlitJ CmumIUll in Cologne of the later 8th

century, but the best paQ1leb are in metalwork, mOlit notably on a bon from VaDe, Aust.Agder in Norway, dated
to the gth ttnlury (in H. Shelelig{ed.), Vw.w Alltif-iliu iIt GtttJt BriJ4iII ad IrtlMJ, PI. v:J. Pelersen, V'w.wAIIJiqIQliu
.flitl V'ttiN,t PtritJJo-i iIt #-.y (Oslo, 1940), 26; E. Balla, 'Some decorated Anglo-Saxon and Irish metah.-ort
found in Nono-egian VikinggTa\'\':S', 3~hJO in A. Small (<<1..), T.-titIfu fjlitllVtatlt V'..a.., c..ruu(London, '965),
39 and pl. 3}. A ,imilar t)'PC ofcrealure appears confronted with anolher on the nose guard of the Coppergau:,
York, hdrnet, daled 10 the bier 8th century - this shares with Ciamis a kind of double-strand sharp!)' angied
interface.
,''' This includes ineised 'symbols' (hammer, anvil or crucible, and tonp) which are not encountered ebewhere

and which should therefore be discounted as symbols, if forsyth', analysIS (K. Forsyth, 'Some thoughu on Pietish
symbols as a formal writing syslem', 8S--gS in Henry (ed.), op. cit. in note 58) is followed.
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on Glamis 2 (and also on Meigle 2) are close to those at Tybbroughney, where the
spiral ornament matches some at St Vigeans 7. 1'5

In another context Harbison has also pointed to the positioning ofa horseman
beneath a Maltese cross head at Rossie Priory and Dupplin, which is also found in
the Isle of Man at Santon. 136 He has compared these occurrences with that on a
cross from Begerin, Co. Wexford, and has suggested that all belong to the 9th-loth
centuries.

Monuments related to the group discussed above which can be dated by
archaeological detail are Fowlis Wester 2, which it was suggested above has a sword
of around A.D. 800, and Kirriemuir 2, which has a probably 10th-century sword
(see above). Kirriemuir, however, has a design on the front which closely matches
the composition on the front of Eassie. On the left hand of the shaft on both is an
elongated striding figure with small square shield and staff/spear. On the right side
both have a hunt scene, and at the top both display cherubim.

5t Madoes, which Mrs Curle grouped with Golspie 2, shares some features
with the above stones, but is somewhat different in style. Most of the abstract
ornament is peculiar to this one stone, but Allen's pattern 97' is also found on
Aberlemno 2, 5t Vigeans 7, Fowlis Wester and Meigle 3 and 5. The use of bosses
and the shape of the cross link it with Dunfallandy. The animals are similarly
distinctive in style - Isabel Henderson has seen the prancing canines as related to
the creature on f. 212r in the Book of Kells,137 but in fact her detail does not make
it clear that the 5t Madoes animals are pairs which bite one another, in contrast to
the Kells model, which is discrete. The animals are certainly not from the same
family as those on the other stones discussed above. The ball-and-claw feet are
absent, and the creatures are not from a 'Physiologus'-type of iconographic
scheme. Perhaps most informative for comparative purposes are the two flanking
beasts at the top of the cross, with forepaws outstretched and heads bent back to
grip their own bodies. They are arguably relatives of the Anglo-Scandinavian
creatures that adorn northern English cross shafts.

In Henderson's sequence, the slabs should be arranged (Eassie, Glamis I),
(Glamis 2, Meigle 4), (Aberlemno 2, Rossie), Meigle I, 5t Vigeans 7,138 an
arrangement which though hypothetical has much to support it if the monuments
are seen as belonging to the 8th century. If however it is accepted that Aberlemno
2 is of the (mid-) 9th century, and Fowlis Wester 2 is of the early 9th and Kirriemuir
2 of the' oth, then 5t Vigeans 7 and Meigle I might reasonably be placed lOwards
the start of the sequence rather than at the end. The animal interlace on Glamis 2

might suggest a date early in the 9th century for it, in which case Eassie might be
seen to be a product of around A.D. 800, with Fowlis Wester 2 perhaps at the start
of the sequence and Glamis , at the end.

,» Harbison, op. cit. in note &t, 325.
,. P. Harbison, "'Exotic" ninth· 10 lenlh-a:nlury cross-decoraled SIOnes from Clonmore, Co. Carlow and

Segerin, Co. Wexfoni', 59-66 in G. Mac.:~iocailland P. F. Wallace (eds.), Ms-li4: SlJuii4 U. Mtk«dA~
-'Hu..;,u.M--:7/1fT_DrlaJl9(Galway, 1988); Kennodc,op. cit. in noIe 70, 139 (Santon)'
'J' Hmdenon, op. cil. in note 7, pis. Vila andb for a juxtaposition.
I. Hendenon, op. dl. in J>O{e 132.
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Little in the detailed iconography of these monuments (with the possible
exception of Aberlemno '2) is helpful for comparative purposes. The close
comparisons with details in the Book of Kells displayed by Nigg and some of the
stones at Meigle and 5t Vigeans, for example, are not to be found in this group,
which instead display what Henderson has described as 'the fantastic animals
[which] are not the imaginative fantasies of an artist's mind the way the letter
combination animals are in the Book of Kells',139 although she has seen some
general family connections.

CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing discussion, it is argued that most of the relief sculptures of
Pictland belong to the 9th and 10th centuries, rather than to the 8th, as has been
generally thought. Most scholars have always accepted that a number of stones
belong to the 9th century and later - it is usually assumed that all the Class III

stones of Allen and Anderson's scheme (i.e. those without Pictish symbols) belong
to this chronological horizon - but it is also usually assumed that the zenith of
Pictish relief sculpture lay in the 8th century, and that by the second quarter of the
9th century, ifnot before, Pictish art had passed its apogee. While not discounting
the probability that some relief sculptures are of the later 8th century, among them
the St Andrews Sarcophagus, the development of Pictish sculpture in the 9th
century should be seen as a counterpart to the development of Irish high crosses
and not as a forerunner to it. Given the fact that Pictish symbols can be seen on
some monuments in the far north ofPictland as late as the loth century, [40 there is
surely an argument for abandoning the Class II/Class III classification originally
proposed by Allen and Anderson, since the presence or absence of symbols is
culturally rather than chronologically significant: the corpus of. Pictish relief
sculpture should be treated as a whole.
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